In this paper, we derive the second variation formula of pseudoharmonic maps into any pseudo-Hermitian manifolds. When the target manifold is an isometric embedded CR manifold in complex Euclidean space or a pseudo-Hermitian immersed submanifold in Heisenberg group, we give some conditions on Weingarten maps to obtain some unstability of pseudoharmonic maps between these pseudo-Hermitian manifolds.
Introduction
As known to all, a harmonic map is a critical point of the energy integral. A harmonic map is called stable if it has nonnegative second variation, that is, the index of the map is 0. The stability problem is an important problem in the theory of harmonic maps. In [7] , R.T. Smith estimated the index of the identity map of a Riemannian manifold, in particular, he showed that the identity map on S m is m + 1. In [8] , Y.L. Xin proved that for m ≥ 3, any nonconstant harmonic map f : S m → N n is unstable. A result of Leung [5] states that any nonconstant map from a compact Riemannian manifold to the sphere is unstable too. In [4] , the authors extended the Leung's result to the case that the target manifold is a compact immersed submanifold of Euclidean space.
In recent years, some generalized harmonic maps have been introduced and investigated in various geometric backgrounds. For example, some pseudoharmonic maps were introduced in the field of pseudo-Hermitian geometry (cf. [1] , [2] , [6] ). For a map f : (M 2m+1 , H(M ), J, θ) → (N, H(N ), J, θ) between two pseudo-Hermian maps, Petit [6] introduced a new horizontal energy functional E H, H (f ). He derived the first variation formula of E H, H (f ) and called a critical point of the energy a pseudoharmonic map. Note that there is an extra condition on the pull-back of the torsion on the target manifold. The second author [1] modified Petit's variational problem slightly by restricting the variational vector field to be horizontal. In [1] , the critical point of the restricted variantional problem about is refered to as a pseudoharmonic too. Among other results, the second author derived the second variation formula of pseudoharmonic maps into Sasakian manifold and proved that any nonconstant horizontal pseudoharmonic map from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold into the odd dimensional sphere is unstable.
In this paper, we will extend their results to the case that the target manifold is an isometric embedded CR manifold or a pseudo-Hermitian immersed submanifold of Heisenberg group and give a low bound of the index of identity map I : S 2n+1 → S 2n+1 with n ≥ 1. Firstly, we derive the second variation formula of pseudoharmonic maps into any pseudo-Hermitian manifolds. Then we give a condition on Weingarten map which implies that there is no nonconstant horizontal pseudoharmonic map from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold into an isometric embbed CR manifold. Next we consider the identity map I : S 2n+1 → S 2n+1 . From the above result we known that it is unstable. Following the result of [7] we discuss the degree of the unstability and derive that index(I)≥ 2n+2. In the end, we give a condition on CR Weingarten map which also implies there is no nonconstant pseudoharmonic map from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold into a pseudo-Hermitian immersed submanifold of Heisenberg group.
Basic Notions
We will follow mainly the notations and terminologies in [2] , but a somewhat different wedge multiplication for forms.
Let M be a real (2m + 1)-dimensional C ∞ differentiable manifold. Let T M ⊗ C be the complexified tangent bundle over M . Let 
There exists a global nonvanishing 1-form θ such that ker(θ x ) ⊇ H(M ) x for any x ∈ M . Any such section θ is referred to as a pseudo-Hermitian structure on M . Given a pseudo-Hermitian structure θ on M , the Levi-form L θ is defined by L θ (Z, W ) = − Defination 2.2. Let (M, T 1,0 M ) be an orientable CR manifold and θ a fixed pseudo-Hermitian structure on M . We call that (M, T 1,0 M ) is a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold if its Levi form L θ is positive definite.
Remark 2.3.
In this paper, we only consider the strictly pseudoconvex CR manifolds. (M, H(M ), J b , θ) is called a pseudo-Hermitian manifold, if (M, T 1,0 M ) is a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold and θ is the pseudo-Hermitian structure such that L θ is positive definite.
is a pseudo-Hermitian manifold, there exists a unique globally defined nowhere zero tangent vector field T on M , which transverse to H(M ), satisfying
The vector T is referred to as the characteristic direction. Then we have the decomposition:
Using the decomposition we may extend G θ to a Riemannian metric g θ on M . Let g θ be the Riemannian metric given by
is the projection associated with the direct sum decomposition. g θ is called the Webster metric. In this paper we always write g θ or G θ as , for simplicity.
If ∇ is a linear connection on M , we use T ∇ to denote its torsion field.
Let us extend J b to a (1, 1) tensor field J on M by requiring that JT = 0. Then (M, H(M ), J, θ) becomes a pseudo-Hermitian manifold.
On a pseudo-Hermitian manifold, there is a canonical linear connection preserving the complex structure and the webster metric. Precisely, we have the following theorem:
Let T be the characteristic direction and J the complex structure in H(M). Let g θ be the webster metric. There is a unique linear connection on M (called the Tanaka-Webster connection) such that (i) The Levi distribution H(M) is parallel with respect to ∇.
(ii) ∇J = 0, ∇g θ = 0.
(iii) The torsion T ∇ of ∇ satisfies the following conditions:
3)
By the Theorem 2.4 we may conclude that ∇T = 0 and ∇θ = 0. The vectorvalued 1-form τ on M is called the pseudo-Hermitian torsion of ∇.
Remark 2.5.
The pseudo-Hermitian torsion τ is H(M )-valued. It is selfadjoint with respect to g θ and trace τ = 0 (cf. [2] . page37).
Let us set A(X, Y ) = g θ (τ X, Y ). Then A(X, Y ) = A(Y, X). In particular, (M, H(M ), J, θ) is called a Sasakian manifold, if the pseudo-Hermitian torsion τ is zero.
Since g θ is a Riemannian metric on M , then there exists the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g θ ) denoted by ∇ θ . We have the following lemma:
be a pseudo-Hermitian manifold. Let ∇ be the Tanaka-Webster connection. Then the torsion tensor field T ∇ of ∇ is given by
Moreover, the Levi-Civita connection ∇ θ of (M, g θ ) is related ∇ by
Here ⊙ denotes the symmetric tensor product. For instance,
Example 2.7. (Heisenberg group) . The Heisenberg group H n is obtained by C n × R with the group law (z, t) · (w, s) = (z + w, t + s + 2Im z, w ).
Let us consider the complex vector fields on H n ,
Here
There is a pseudo-Hermitian structure θ on H n defined by
such that (H n , H(H), J, θ) becomes a pseudo-Hermitian manifold. Moreover, it is a Sasakian manifold. See [2] for details. Now let us discuss the divergence of a vector field on a pseudo-Hermitian manifold.
For a vector field X ∈ Γ(T M ), the divergence div(X) can be locally computed as:
where {e λ } 2m λ=1 is a local orthonormal frame of H(M ). Using (2.6) and ∇ θ g θ = 0, we have
In particular, for X ∈ Γ(H(M )) the identity (2.8) becomes
∇ e λ X, e λ (2.9)
Pseudoharmonic map
Assume that (M, H(M ), J, θ) and (N, H(N ), J, θ) are two pseudo-Hermitian manifolds and M is closed, dim R M = 2m + 1 and dim R N = 2n + 1.
For any smooth map f :
T N → H(N ) is the natural projection and i H : H(M ) → T M is the natural inclusion. Let ∇ and ∇ be the Tanaka-Webster connections on M and N respectively. According to [6] , we may define the second fundamental form with respect to the data (∇, ∇)
Here we also use ∇ to denote the pull-back connection in f −1 T N . In [6] , Petit derived the first variation formula of the energy E H, H and call a critical point of E H, H a pseudoharmonic map. Note that there is an extra condition on the pull-back of the pseudo-Hermitian torsion. Dong([1] ) modified the variational problem slightly and considered the restricted variational problem by requiring the variational vector fields to be horizontal. Then we have Proposition 3.1. ( [1] ,cf also [6] ) For any horizontal vector field ν ∈ Γ(f −1 H(N )), let {f t }(|t| < ε) with f 0 = f and ν = ∂ft ∂t | t=0 be a one parameter variation . Then we have
We call τ H, H the pseudo-tension field of f.
Then f is pseudoharmonic if and only if τ H, H = 0, that is,
As we have mentioned, the notion of pseudoharmonic maps is slightly different from that in [6] . In [1] , the author has shown that Petit's pseudoharmonic maps coincide with Dong's if the target manifold is Sasakian. Henceforth we will investigate pseudoharmonic maps in the sense of Definition 3.2.
We end this section by proving a lemma which will be used later.
Proof. Let (U, x 1 , · · · , x 2m+1 ) and (V, y 1 , · · · , y 2n+1 ) be two local coordinate systems on M and N respectively(f (U ) ⊆ V ). It is clear that both sides are
∂x j ] = 0, by (2.5) we only need to prove that
We use ( ∂ ∂y a ) f to denote the pull-back coordinate system. Then
[ ∂f
4 The second variation formula
In [1] , the author derived the second variation formula for pseudoharmonic maps into Sasakian manifolds. In following, we will derive the second variation formula for pseudoharmonic maps into any pseudo-Hermitian manifolds.
Firstly, let f : (M, H(M ), J, θ) → (N, H(N ), J, θ) be a pseudoharmonic map between two pseudo-Hermitian manifolds. Assume that M is closed.
Given any one-parameter variation {f t }(|t| < ε) with f 0 = f, V = ∂ft ∂t | t=0 , we set Φ(·, t) = f t and V t = ∂ft ∂t . Moreover, we require V t = ∂ft ∂t to be horizontal for all t, i.e.
Then we get
Note that f is pseudoharmonic and
Let R be the curvature tensor fields of ∇. Using (3.1) and ∇θ = 0 we derive that
Taking into account the identity
we have
By (1.77) in [2] , we deduce that
Here S is given by
Then we compute the divergence of X. By the divergence theorem, one deduces from (3.1) that
It follows from (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) that
be a pseudoharmonic map between two pseudo-Hermitian manifolds. Assume that M is closed. Let {f t }(|t| < ε) be a family of maps with
Then the second variation formula of the energy functional E H, H is given by
where
map between two pseudo-Hermitian manifolds. We say f is horizontal if
for any x ∈ M . Corollary 4.3.
be a horizontal pseudoharmonic map (i.e. f is horizontal and pseudohamornic ) between two pseudo-Hermitian manifolds. Assume that M is closed. Let {f t }(|t| < ε) be a family of maps with f 0 = f, V = ∂ft ∂t | t=0 . Moreover, we require ∂ft ∂t to be horizontal for all t, i.e. ( H(N )) ). Then the second variation formula of the energy functional E H, H is given by
Similar to the case of harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds, we may introduce the notion of stability for pseudo-Hermitian harmonic maps as follows.
Note that if we require ∂ft ∂t ∈ Γ(f −1 H(N )) to be horizontal for all t, by Theorem 4.1 we have
In following, we will mainly use (4.7) to verify the unstability of a pseudoharmonic map. For convenience, we denote the right hand of (4.7) by H f (V, V ).
Remark 4.5.
When the target manifold N is Sasakian, the second author derived the second variation formula of E H, H which is given by (cf. [1] )
where {f t } is the variation of f corresponding to V and V H denotes the horizontal part of V . He used this formula to establish some stability and unstability results for pseudoharmoic maps.
Pseudoharmonic maps into isometric embedded CR manifolds
In [1] , the author has shown that any nonconstant horizontal pseudoharmonic map from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold to the odd dimensional sphere is unstable. In this section we generalize his result to the case that the target manifold is an isometric embedded CR manifold.
. If N is a CR manifold whose CR structure is induced from C n+k , i.e.
then N is referred to as an embedded CR manifold. For some pseudo-Hermitian structure θ on N , let g θ be the Webster metric of (N, θ) and g can be the canonical metric on C n+k ( ∼ = R 2n+2k ). We call (N, g θ ) an isometric embedded CR manifold if N is an embedded CR manifold and
where H = ker θ and J is induced from the standard complex structure J of
Let T be the characteristic direction of (N, θ). If T ⊥ N is the normal bundle of N in C n+k ( ∼ = R 2n+2k ), there exists a vector field ξ ∈ Γ(T ⊥ N ) such that
The standard odd-dimensional sphere i : S 2n+1 ֒→ C n+1 is a isometric embedded CR manifold. Moreover, it is a Sasakian manifold.
In this section we always assume that (N, H(N ), J, θ) is an isometric embedded CR manifold. Let ∇ be the standard flat connection on C n+k ( ∼ = R 2n+2k ), ∇ θ the Levi-Civita connection of (N,g θ ) and h the second fundamental form of N in C n+k ( ∼ = R 2n+2k ). These are related by
where X,Y∈ Γ(T N ). For η ∈ Γ(T ⊥ N ) and X ∈ Γ(T N ), we can define the Weingarten map A η X and the connection ∇ ⊥ X η in the normal bundle by
The tensors h and A are related by 
where 
where X, Y, Z, W ∈ Γ(T N ). Let ∇ be the Tanaka-Webster connection of (N, H(N ), J, θ) and τ be pseudoHermitian torsion. The sectional curvature of ∇ is given by(cf. [2] , page 49)
where X, Y ∈ Γ( H(N )). By (5.7) we obtain
where X, Y ∈ Γ( H(N )). Next we give the following lemma which will be useful to us later.
Proof.
Firstly, let us set X, Y = T in (5.3) to obtain (since ∇ θ T T = 0)
Using (5.2), for any X ∈ Γ( H(N )) we have
Note that ∇ J = 0 and J 2 = −1. By (5.1) and (5.9), (5.10) may be written as
Since h( T , T ) ∈ Γ(T ⊥ N ) and JX ∈ Γ(T N ), (i) is proved. Next we may use (2.6) and ∇ T = 0 to perform the following calculations:
(5.12)
Using the fact that ∇ is torsion free, the above identity becomes
By (5.2) and ∇ J = 0 we may write (5.13) as Let a be a vector field in C n+k ( ∼ = R 2n+2k ). We define a vector field a ⊤ tangent to N and a vector field a ⊥ normal to N . According to the decomposition T N = H(N ) ⊕ R T we may write a ⊤ as
Let us set a H = π H a ⊤ . Then we have
where a H ∈ Γ( H(N )).
To prove the main result in this section we start with the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3.
Assume that a is a constant vector field. For the vector field a H defined above , we have
Proof.
Note that G θ = 1 2 d θ(·, J·) and ∇a = 0 . Then using (2.6) and (5.13) we perform the following calculations:
Now we investigate the unstability of horizontal pseudoharmonic maps from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold (M 2m+1 , H(M ), J, θ) into an isometric embedded CR manifold (N 2n+1 , H(N ), J , θ) .
Let f : (M, H(M ), J, θ)→ (N, H(N ), J, θ) be a horizontal pseudoharmonic map between M and N. Let a be a constant vector field in C n+k ( ∼ = R 2n+2k ). We use ϕ t (|t| < ǫ) to denote the flow or one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by a H . For the horizontal variational vector field a H along f , the one-parameter variation is f t = ϕ t • f with f 0 = f, ∂ft ∂t | t=0 = a H . Since a H is a horizontal vector field, then ∂ft ∂t = ∂ϕt ∂t • f is horizontal for all t. By Corollary 4.3, the second variation formula can be written in the following form:
Here {e λ } 2m λ=1 is a local orthonormal frame of H(M).
Theorem 5.4.
Let f : (M, H(M ), J, θ) → (N, H(N ), J , θ) be a nonconstant horizontal pseudoharmonic map from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold into an isometric embedded CR manifold. Assume that Q N y is negative definite on H(N ) at each point y of N(i.e. Q N X, X < 0 for all X = 0 and X ∈ Γ( H(N ).) Then f is unstable.
Proof.
Let f : M → N be a nonconstant horizontal pseudoharmonic map. We consider the horizontal vector field a H on N as above . By Definition 4.4 and using (5.19), we have
λ=1 is a local orthonormal frame of H(M ). Since f is horizontal and by Lemma 5.3, we get
and thus
Next using (5.8), we derive that
For any fixed point y, we choose a real orthonormal basis {a 1 , . . . , a 2n+2k } of C n+k ∼ = R 2n+2k such that {a 1 , . . . , a 2n }| y is a basis of H y (N ) , a 2n+1 | y = T y and {a 2n+2 , . . . , a 2n+2k }| y is a basis of T ⊥ y N . Then we use a i (i = 1, . . . , 2n+2k) to construct the vector field (a i ) H as above. By a direct computation at y and using (5.21), (5.22 ) and trace τ = 0, we may get
It follows from (5.23),(5.24) and (5.25) that
By (5.5) and the choice of the basis, we obtain
(5.27) Using (5.5) again, we perform the following calculations: 
for any X ∈ Γ( H(N )). It follows from (5.29) that 
, df (e λ ) dv θ is negative. We see that at least one H f ((a i ) H , (a i ) H ) must be negative. Then by Definition 4.4, f is unstable.
Remark 5.5.
By (5.31), we observe that the condition Q N X, X < 0 can be relaxed in such a way that Before we proof the corollary, we need the following lemma.
is a horizontal map. If f is nonconstant, then it is horizontally nonconstant.
Proof.
we only have to show that if df | H(M) = 0 then df | T M = 0. For any X, Y ∈ Γ(H(M )), since df | H(M) = 0, by (3.1) we have
As the levi distribution H(M ) is parallel with respect to ∇, we get df (T ) = 0. Now we are ready to proof the Corollary 5.6. Let N = S 2n+1 . By Example 5.1 we know that the standard odd-dimensional sphere i : S 2n+1 ֒→ C n+1 is a isometric embedded CR manifold. Therefore we have T = Jν. Here ν be the exterior unit normal to S 2n+1 . It is known that A ν X = X for all X ∈ Γ(T S 2n+1 ). Then Q S 2n+1 y = 2π H − (2n + 2)Id. Since f is nonconstant, by Lemma 5.7 we can get 2m λ=1 |df (e λ )| 2 > 0. It follows that 2m λ=1 Q N (df (e λ )), df (e λ ) < 0. By Remark 5.5, we will obtain the result.
Next, we will consider the simplest map, i.e. the identity map I : S 2n+1 → S 2n+1 . Obviously I is a horizontal pseudoharmonic map. By Corallary 5.6, we know that I is unstable. Following the method in [7] , we want to investigate the unstable degree of I as a pseudoharmonic map.
Let V ∈ Γ(T S 2n+1 ). According to the decomposition T S 2n+1 = span{ T } ⊕ H(S 2n+1 ), we may write V as
). Let L V g θ be the Lie derivative of the webster metric g θ in the direction of V . It is the symmetric 2-tensor on S 2n+1 . Firstly, we give the following lemma:
λ=1 is a local orthonormal frame of H(S 2n+1 ).
Proof. By (5.32), we have
where 1 λ, µ 2n. Since S 2n+1 is a Sasakian manifold and ∇ T = 0, we may perform the following calculations:
(5.33)
Since S 2n+1 is Sasakian, we deduce that
Let us compute the divergence of X and Y respectively. A calculation shows that
Taking into account (2.5) and τ = 0 we may actually express [e λ , e µ ] as [e λ , e µ ] = ∇ e λ e µ − ∇ eµ e λ − d θ(e λ , e µ ) T .
On the other hand, we have 2n λ,µ=1
Similarly, by a easy calculation we get 2n λ,µ=1 
We may substitute into (5.34) to obtain:
By Remark 4.5 and Lemma 5.8, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.9. For any V ∈ Γ(T S 2n+1 ), we have
where V H denotes the horizontal part of V .
Let i denote the algebra of infinitesimal isometries, i.e.vector fields V satisfying L V g θ = 0 and let c denote the algebra of conformal fields(here we follow the notations of [3] ). We have the following conclusion:
A vector field is conformal iff L V g θ = σg θ , where σ is a function. In an orthonormal frame of H(S 2n+1 ), we see that (L V g θ )(e λ , e µ ) = σg θ (e λ , e µ ) = σδ λµ .
By (5.33), we may conclude that
Then contract this identity to obtain
We are now ready to prove the following result:
Proposition 5.11. If n ≥ 1, then index(I)≥ 2n+2. Here the index of I is the dimension of the largest subspace of Γ(T S 2n+1 ) on which H I is negative.
Proof.
so that (5.37) yields
If V is in the orthogonal complement of i in c, it may be seen as restrictions of the constant vector fields on R 2n+2 by the standard embedding S 2n+1 → R 2n+2 . It has been shown that(cf. Lemma 6.9 in [1] ) ∇ T V H = − JV H . We may substitute this identity into (5.39) to get
Moreover, if V is in the orthogonal complement of i in c, by Proposition 5.10 we have divV H = 0 ; hence H I (V, V ) < 0. Then we obtain index(I)≥dim(c/i).
i.e. index(I)≥ 2n+2.
Pseudoharmonic maps into pseudo-Hermitian submanifolds in Heisenberg groups
In this section, we want to give a condition on the CR weigarten map of a pseudo-Hermitian immersed submanifold N of Heisenberg group which implies that any nonconstant pseudoharmonic map f from a closed pseudo-Hermitian manifold to N is unstable. Firstly we introduce some notions(see [2] for details).
Let (M, H(M ), J, θ) and (K, H(K), J K , Θ) be two pseudo-Hermitian manifolds of real dimensions m and m+k respectively. We say that a map f : M → K is a CR immersion if f is a CR map and rank(d x f ) = dimM at any x ∈ M . Remark 6.2. Using the fact that f is a CR map, we have
In general, the immersion f is not isometric(with respect to the Riemannian metrics g θ and g Θ ).
For simplicity, let's identify M with f(M) and denote the immersion by i :
a Riemannian manifold. We can define a vector field W ⊤ tangent to M and a vector field
We denote ∇ K to be the Tanaka-Webster connection on K. Then we set
for any X ∈ Γ(T M ) and η ∈ Γ(T ⊥ M ). It is easy to prove that ∇ is a linear connection on M , while α is C ∞ (M )-bilinear and has values in T ⊥ M . Then we obtain the following CR Gauss formula( [2] ):
We can also set 
H n+k be the Heisenberg group(with the standard strictly pseudoconvex pseudoHermitian structure). By Example 2.7 we know it is a Sasakian manifold. Let (N, H(N ), J, θ) be a pseudo-Hermitian manifold of dimension 2n+1. From now on, we always assume that i : (N, H(N ), J, θ) → H n+k is a pseudo-Hermitian immersion.
Let ∇, ∇ be the Tanaka-Webster connections on H n+k and N respectively. Since i is a pseudo-Hermitian immersion, by Theorem 6.5 we have
and
for any X, Y ∈ Γ(T N ), η ∈ Γ(T ⊥ N ). We have the following lemma:
, a η T = 0 and α( T , X) = 0. Here we still use T to denote the characteristic direction on N.
Proof.
For X ∈ Γ(T N ), by (6.7) we have
Since H n+k is sasakian, using T H n+k | N = T , ∇T H n+k = 0, and ∇ T = 0 we get
Since H n+k with the standard strictly pseudoconvex pseudo-Hermitian structure is Sasakian, then (H, H(N ), J, θ) is also sasakian. In fact, by Definition 6.3, Theorem 6.5 and ∇ T = 0 again, we can perform the following calculations:
for any X ∈ Γ(T N ). Here τ is the pseudo-Hermitian torsion on N .
For each x ∈ N , let {η 2n+2 , · · · , η 2n+2k+1 } be an orthonomal basis for the normal space T ⊥ x N . According to (iii) in Theorem 6.5, we can define a selfadjoint linear map P
(6.12)
It is easy to see that P N x does not depend on the choice of {η i } 2n+2k+1 i=2n+2 .
Let V be a vector in H n+k . V can be identified with a parallel vector field on H n+k (∇V = 0) . For any W ∈ Γ(T N ), we define a tensor A W in Hom(T N, T N ) corresponding to W by A W (X) = ∇ X W , for any X ∈ Γ(T N ). If we let W be V ⊤ , using (6.8), (6.9) and ∇V = 0 by a direct computation we obtain
These imply
For any X ∈ Γ(T N ),
Proof. By the definition of the curvature tensor we have
Since N is sasakin, by (2.5) we can get
Putting this into (6.15) , Using Lemma 6.6 we obtain
Then we can get
since R(V ⊤ , X, V ⊤ , X) = − R(V ⊤ , X)V ⊤ , X . N, H(N ) , J , θ) be a nonconstant pseudoharmonic map. Assume that P N y is negative definite on H(N ) at each point y of N(i.e. for all X = 0 and X ∈ Γ( H(N )), P N X, X < 0). Then f is unstable.
Proof. Firstly we consider the second variation of f corresponding to V ⊤ (as above). Since N is sasakian, by Remark 4.5, we have By (6.13) and Lemma 6.7, the second term in (6.16) may be written as 
− a α(V ⊤ ,V ⊤ ) (π H df (e λ )), π H df (e λ ) + θ(df (e λ )) (∇ T a) V ⊥ (V ⊤ ), π H df (e λ ) ]dV θ a α(Vj ,Vj ) (π H df (e λ )), π H df (e λ ) ]dV θ (6.21) By (6.7) a calculation shows that a α(Vj ,Vj ) (π H df (e λ )),π H df (e λ ) = α(π H df (e λ ), π H df (e λ )), α(V j , V j )
tr g θ a Vi · a Vi (π H df (e λ )), π H df (e λ ) Substitute into (6.21), then
Vi (π H (df (e λ ))), π H (df (e λ )) − tr g θ a Vi · a Vi (π H df (e λ )), π H df (e λ ) ]dV θ = M 2m λ=1 P N (π H df (e λ )), π H df (e λ ) dV θ .
Under the assumption, P N is negative. We see that at least one H f (V ⊤ j , V ⊤ j ) must be negative. Then f is unstable.
